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PERSONAL

reflections

bibliographer

ASIAN STUDIES

frank joseph shulman
occasion being honored
anist award
MARAAS distinguished asianism
Asi
asianist

2001

editors note
mid atlantic region association
asian studies MARAAS honored frank joseph
2001 during
thirtieth annual meeting
Asi
anist award
distinguished asianism
shulman
asianist
officers
slippery rock university western pennsylvania
october 26 28
association presented him
inscribed plaque reading
mid atlantic region
association
asian studies salutes frank joseph shulman university maryland
your life
long dedication
recognition
lifelong
appreciation
outstanding contributions
field october 2001
foremost bibliographer
librarian
asian studies
award frank delivered series
luncheon where received
remarks
western language reference works
bibliographer
work
reviewed
editor
bibliographical principles
five
commented
currently advocates
asia
revised version these remarks appears below

MAWAAS distinguished asianism
previous recipients
Asi
annual MARAAS
anist award
asianist
ofprinceton university
late professor marius jansen princeton
historian
japan 2000 professor etu zen sun historian modem china pennsylvania state university recently retired 1999
university pennsylvania libraries
kanta bhatia retired south asia librarian
professor ainslee T Ern
1998
bree retired historian
embree
india columbia university
1997

edited version

thirtieth annual meeting

remarks presented
mid atlantic region association

asian studies

october 27 2001
1I reflect
defining moments my life
past thirty five years my graduate
professional activities
studies
assignment
update short
my receipt
peter cornwall
bibliography postwar english language dissertations
japan
prepared
behalf
university michigans center
date
japanese studies I1
early autumn afternoon september 1968 1I
returned ann arborjust
arbor just few weeks
earlier
year intensive language study tokyo
enrolled
introductory
course
intended
japanese bibliography my classroom assignment
short term
practical exercise
next two years 1I substantially expanded annotated

Corn walls list
transformed cornwallis
first my book length reference works
cornwalls
then published
japan
annotated bibliography doctoral dissertations western language
korea
1877
1969 2 during
same period while continuing pursue my own doctoral studies
18771969
bibliography
michigan 1I collaborated
leonard H D gordon purdue university
postwar doctoral dissertations
initiated bibliographical column doctoral
china 3
quarterly newsletter
research
association
asian studies AAS 4
asia
AAS
column ultimately evolved
journal doctoral dissertations
asia
1975 through 1996 5 furthermore prior
accepting
published
appointment
employed
university maryland college park libraries february 1976
197611
time
joined
AAS bibliography ogasian
robert E
associate editor
aslan studies
asian
ofasian
extensively annotated bibliography
others producing
ward
allied occupation

japan

6

wondered how
recount these past developments response those among you
why 1I came devote much my professional career
preparation scholarly reference
my studies
works
asia alongside my full time library position maryland especially
traditional teaching career 1I attribute
michigan
culminated instead
1I took
direction
number factors I1
impressed
pioneering work charles
western language publications
bernard silberman whose bibliographies
0 hucker
helped introduce my generation graduate students
china japan
korea
east asia 7 1I received professional advice
literature
timely encouragement
legendary john K fairbank
modem japan historian robert M spaulding michigan
scholarly resources
already concerned
important historical
harvard university 81I 1I
home town boston massachusetts
relating east asia my hometown
united
elsewhere
states
lack adequate information
being underutilized
them furthermore
I1 spent
ann arbor
era
decade
during
generous institutional funding
availability student fellowships under
carnegie corporation
ford foundation
US governments national defense foreign language NDFL fellowship program
dramatic growth
graduate schools propelled
influx former peace corps volunteers
area studies programs across
country 1I became convinced
critical need
reference works support asian studies my conversations
faculty members engaged
being kept informed
many
concerns
japan sensitized me
work
china
new publications
appearing each year outside
respective academic disciplines
east
occasioned part
rapid expansion western language scholarship
clamoring
time
unprecedented phenomenon
addition students
asia
assistance while college
bibliographical advice
university libraries expressed
sub
considerable interest acquiring
act bibliographies
ect
use
subject
burgeoning library collections well
development
provision reference
service
1I

despite

convenience
electronic databases nowadays
widespread availability
searching
information
internet carefully prepared authoritative bibliographies
students
invaluable resource
continue constitute
academic study asia
advanced beyond introductory level
interested let us say
china india thailand
courses
country oriented bibliographies
world bibliographical series clio press
9 together
ABC clio9
narrowly focused subjects
available reference works
cliot
cilo
clio
identify many
doctoral degree
do well read
important publications

9

frequently retrospective
candidates
research oriented faculty reasonably comprehensive
bibliographies
information
reduce
save countless hours work
quest
likelihood
tended
academics however
overlooking relevant publications
regard
bi
mechanical transcription
bibiographies
editing bibliographies
compilation
biographies essentially
source another indeed
information
recent proliferation electronic databases
helped engender
feeling
produced simply
acceptable bibliographies
identifying number relevant citations within
readily available databases cutting
presentable order
arranging them
pasting them
ones own computer file
colleague
do computer
now face situation where anybody
recently stated
RLIN
dump
professional bibliography 10 meaningful
call
RUN OCLC
professionalbibliography
process
bibliographical standards
disregarded
least compromised
come
never
particularly many individuals asian studies teachers
students alike
critically use both published bibliographies
really learned how appreciate evaluate
computerized bibliographical databases

southeast asian
number respects even though 1I pursued advanced degrees east
history
receive adequate formal training become
library science michigan 1I did
professional bibliographer asian studies instead
primarily through my involvement
librarians my ongoing
several different projects my discussions
various scholars
my personal examination
works both good
reading
bad produced
1I gradually developed
editing reference
compiling
requisite skills
individuals
strive
seek serve
intended audiences
works
authoritativeness
needs
fact while
well received
my very earliest bibliographies reflect
first appeared print
years those bibliographies
widely consulted
now serious need revision well updating compare
instance my treatment
coverage
scholarship
hong kong my 1972 reference work doctoral
1970 11
19451970
dissertations
china bibliography studies western languages 1945
1900 1997
my latest book doctoral dissertations
annotated
hong kong 19001997
new volume
extensively
bibliographical entries
bibliography 1211
provided my earlier work
include certain types information
annotated
among these
example phd
dissertation authors academic major department
theses
history 13
indication
year birth
known
published
detailed guidance
dissertations typescripts
type scripts
getting hold copies
sophisticated
much
subject classification doctoral dissertations
hong kong
164 page subject index far
whole substantially
detailed
bibliography
comprehensive
bibliographical work
hong kong
coverage
addition
volume based largely
personal examination
dissertation typescripts rather
secondary sources information 14
printed abstracts
rewards being professional
various occasions 1I
asked enumerate
bibliographer asian studies
opportunity acquire broad
these
familiarity
field
whole particularly
historical development
respect
western scholarship
east asia
academic specialists my
contrast many
bibliographical work
taken me beyond
discipline
country
confines
AAS
whether preparing retrospective bibliographies doctoral dissertations working
bibliography ogasian
editing annotated bibliography important
aslan studies compiling
asian
ofasian
directories
english language books
japan 15 contributing
scholars
10

guides washington DC
southeast asian studies 16
east asian studies
tudi es outreach oriented guide locally available
mid atlantic region association
asian studies
resources 17 1I
several geographical areas asia literally
enjoyed dealing
Hokkaido northern japan kerala
truly interdisciplinary manner
hokkaido
berala southern india
second very satisfying aspect
discovering
pleasure derived
my work
chapters
identifying tens thousands
lesser known publications including dissertations
many
edited volumes
deal
way
incorporating information
asia
them
call
I1 help produce
enabled me
bibliographies
work
them
attention potentially interested readers
given my formal training
advanced our
historian
these publications may well
consider how
do
understanding
especially true
case doctoral dissertations
asia
constitute voluminous body
literature somewhere between 9000
10000 western
entirety just part
language dissertations dealing
korea alone
articles
completed during
many
scholarly monographs
past sixty years
familiar originated
respective authors thesis
way another
1I
research perhaps
received
positive feedback
greatest reward
1I
many
indeed
useful
produced
reference works
indicating
individuals
country
abroad
number bibliographical
my professional career 1I
come subscribe
course
1I believe
use bibliographies
principles
important
people
standards
afternoon
taking few
well
prepare them let me conclude my remarks
those
1 accuracy 2 comprehensiveness
minutes
highlight five them briefly stated
5
3 consistency
bibliographical data
presentation 4 multiple access points
these
importance
access
materials
cited within various bibliographies
too often overlooked
principles
standards should
self evident nevertheless
well appreciated

basis
you encountered difficulty tracking down particular work
secondary source information
misspelled
authors name
find
your
frustrating search
particular periodical article
well nigh inevitable
bibliographical citation
inaccurate imprecise occasional errors
based
within
anthropologist should
reference work
scholarly writings
just
informed reading relevant
careful field research
diplomatic historian
those
academics produce should always contain citations
documents
bibliographies
individuals
means
prepare them should
reasonably authoritative
complete
detail oriented quality bibliographies
generally
must understood
meticulous
verify
work frequently requires
go back
result labor intensive work
title
instance
article
authors name
properly transcribed 18
taken
article itself rather
journal
table contents
correct edition
work
complete publication
specified
appeared 19
data including
inclusive pagination journal articles
presented

how often

I1

authoritative bibliographies whenever you
second cardinal feature
comprehensiveness
bibliographical database try determine
nature
turn
printed bibliography
outset while few bibliographies
coverage
ever exhaustive you should expect
least strive
authoritative reference work
comprehensiveness within
specified

11

parameters these parameters
course
work another
usually vary
newspaper articles chapters
types materials covered books journal
respect
physical
edited volumes manuscripts maps general versus scholarly publications etc
format
micro forms audiovisual materials computer files
materials eg printed works microforms
ys intended
dates publication
cited
language
items
bibliographys
bibliograph
provided lf
both
audience
annotations descriptive critical
nature
authors
you
films relating china
example read
consulting bibliography
introduction
includes both popular
learn
academic publications
leam
extent
reference works ultimately fail live
fact
while always bearing mind
promise regardless
subject covered selective bibliography prepared
normally
naily holds
nally
nonnally
non
offer invaluable guidance
knowledgeable individual may
expected
review nearly
relevant materials
true
authors final selection based
1I sought
methodology
preparing my recently published bibliography
employ
1I
jews
jewish communities china 20
same time 1I should point
generally prefer compile
edit very comprehensive interdisciplinary bibliographies
come across many
diverse worldwide audience
expectation
each reader
previously unknown research studies
then proceed identify
items both new
immediate needs my 10000 entry bibliography doctoral
old
relevant
11
1990 21
sought include
example
19761990
dissertations
inner asia 1976
china
deal either
sixteen year period
known western language dissertations dating
volume even includes entries
entirely lorjust
chinese speaking world
just part
orjust
useful ways
turkish language titles
czech hebrew romanian
methodological approach rooted my own personal
initially think
readers may
course investigating
historical
topics
years
research experience
22
development
universe
academic
east22
middle east
japanese relations
2311
normally made
countries east
newsletters concerned
southeast asia 23
trac
track down
ortto identify andtrac
provenance
concerted effortto
effort
eff
related publications regardless
authorship potential scholarly value

regardless

chooses employ consistency presentation
information clearly
ensuring
vital
properly presented consistency
number
individual pulls together variety entries
particularly suffers
different secondary sources without rigorously editing them
needless duplication
edited
another under
under editors name
entries
title
example
contain variant spellings
well
same authors name
two separate entries
volume
consequences
negative
part
unnecessary confusion
reader
just two
t
bibliographical style

provision multiple access points
bibliographical data essential well
library world
serial titles
basic
monographs
cataloging
principle
enable
decades nowadays users computerized databases
search
author
increasingly familiar
variety ways
limit ones search
keyword etc
title
wide
needs
principle authoritative bibliographies should try anticipate
enable them access
information
range potential users
many
contain
calls
very least
respect published bibliographies
ways possible
detailed subject index
well conceived
comprehensive author index
cross referenced classification scheme within
work users my latest
main body
1997
hong kong 1900
nearly 2400
find
19001997
bibliography doctoral dissertations
12

thousand cross references
extensively classified
entries
topic
addition
aforementioned indexes
section another
names
submitted
9000 entries
universities
dissertations
1904 2000
three year
appear my forthcoming doctoral dissertations
korea 19042000
dissertation
long bibliographical project
began
indexed
past winter
good
dissertation committee 24
authors thesis adviser
chairperson
should
course should provide
keyword searching
computerized bibliography
lack
fact
always
thesaurus
many databases suffer
mindful
may
use
term descriptor
indication
concept
prescribes
users those databases may well
synonyms 25
result
conduct searches using
english
several different terms including keywords
languages
bibliographical citations
specific topic
order retrieve

finally

actual items cited various bibliographies
principle facilitating access
available literature
identify
primary role bibliographies should
students alike get hold
scholars
facilitate
efforts
particular subject
holdings
specific interest them
materials
considerable information
RLIN
two major
RUN
north american libraries now readily available OCLC
ogues
cataloguer
catalogues
bibliographic utilities whose respective databases constitute online union catal
efficiently operating interlibrary loan services throughout
canada
united states
twentieth century english language books
longer poses much
problem
case however
gray
necessarily
voluminous body
journals
well government documents company reports
literature
includes doctoral dissertations
pressure
non trade publishers research organizations
material produced
nontrade
many libraries refuse lend through
should note
groups
respect dissertations
own institutions whenever
theses
interlibrary loan
completed
ann
UMI formerly university microfilms international
purchased directly
nearly
asian australian
arbor furthermore literally thousands north american
european dissertations
never even
UMI accordingly user
filmed
asia
written
briefly list
dissertations
friendly bibliographies
bibliograpies should do far
style
follow
concerned indeed
bibliographies
subjects
woefully deficient
highly regarded chicago manual style tend
recommended
limited
dissertations should
citations
respect
chicago manual style states
thesis title
type degree
degree awarding university
authors name
contrast
year
accordance
degree 26
my own practice 1I strongly advocate
additional
supplemented
these basic bibliographical details
minimum
UMI order number
published abstract dissertation
citation
information
british library document supply centre
abstracts international whenever applicable
case dissertations accepted
universities
united kingdom
accession number
scandinavian
full citations
case dutch german swiss
printed versions
specify
university dissertations
appropriate statements whenever possible
availability copies
foreign alike
dissertations american

without proverbial crystal ball 1I

never certain what tomorrow
day
1I presently look forward
decades immediately
bring nevertheless
tomorrow
bibliographer
both published
ahead 1I foresee myself remaining active asian studies
aforementioned korea
same time 1I am working
unpublished materials
13

dissertations project 1I am gradually
creatingalzl master bibliographical database worldwide
C
doctoral dissertations
much
limited extent
masters theses both asian
jewish studies
facilitate my longterm
definitive
long term efforts complete several
1I began
bibliographies dissertations
early
late 1960s 27
first
these
annotated bibliography
doctoral dissertations
okinawa
masters theses
ryukyu islands dedicated
late masato matsui
memory
university
my retirement years producing bibliographical
hawaii 2821 likewise 1I hope devote
database
annotated guide
my asian studies newsletter archives unique resource
1I
maintaining since
developing
2000 serial titles
early 1970s
preparing updating number scholarly bibliographies
accompanying databases
jewish communities nineteenth
topics
twentieth
allied occupation japan
western language book reviews
century china
china japan
korea

peter cornwall unpublished doctoral dissertations relating japan accepted
1946 1963 association
universities australia canada great britain
united states 19461963
88
jor
jot asian
aslan studies newsletter 10 noa
no2 dec 1964 53
5388
horasian
forasian
1

frank joseph shulman japan
annotated bibliography doctoral
korea
1877 1969 chicago american library association
dissertations western languages 18771969
london frank cass 1970 xix 340p
2

3

leonard HD gordon

frank joseph shulman doctoral dissertations china
western languages 19451970
1945 1970 seattle
london university

bibliography studies
washington press 1972 xix 317p association

asian studies reference series

1

association
asian studies ann arbor mich association
asian
classified
studies quarterly may 1969 may 1971 issues
continued
bibliographical column dissertations
appeared
semiannual issues
asia
asian studies professional review ann arbor mich association
asian studies between
197 land spring 1974
fall 1971
4 newsletter

annotated bibliographical journal current
doctoral dissertations asia
international research ann arbor mich association
Vo lumel noi
volumes
asian studies volumel
nol1
winter 1975 volumel6 1993 published 1996 altogether these sixteen volumes
contained entries
31500 dissertations concerned
countries east southeast
south asia
5

6

robert E ward

7

charles

1945 1952
frank joseph shulman
allied occupation japan 19451952
joint
edited
annotated bibliography western language materials compiled
committee
social science research council american council learned societies
center japanese studies
assistance
university michigan prepared
mary tobin espey chicago american library association 1974 xx
masashi nishihara
867p reprint edition
1952
19451952
allied occupation japan 1945
annotated bibliography
western language materials nihon senryo
6bun bunken mokuroku fukkokuban
obun
Fukko kuban tokyo
henryo cobun
nihon tosho center 1990

0

hucker china

critical bibliography tucson university
14

arizona press

1962 x 125p

university

bernard silberman japan
arizona press 1962 xiv 120p

my sincere appreciation
my decision dedicate japan
dissertations
china op cit
8

korea

critical bibliography tucson

formally acknowledged
encouragement
doctoral
robert M spaulding jr
korea op cit
john K fairbank
advice

past two decades
many volumes
clio press ABC clio
asia published
world bibliographical series include afghanistan schuyler jones 1992 bhutan ramesh
gerald H krausse 1988 burma
C dogra 1990 brunel
sylvia C engelen krausse
patricia M herbert 1991 cambodia
helen jarvis 1997 china charles W hayford
gerald
1997 hong kong
ian scott 1990 india lan
lan
ian D derbyshire 1995 indonesia
sylvia engelen krausse 1994 japan frank joseph shulman 1989 korea
H krausse
susan pares 1997 laos helen cordell 1991 macau
J E hoare
assistance
Mal dives
CHB
richard louis edmonds 1989 malaysia ooi keat gin 1999 maldives
9

reynolds 1993 mongolia judith nordby 1993 nepal john whelpton
assistance oflucette
lucette boulnois et al 1990 pakistan david taylor 1990 philippines jim
richardson 1989 sri lanka vijaya samaraweera 1987 taiwan weichin
wei chin lee 1990
lan rowland 1992
thailand david smyth 1998 tibet john pinfold 1991 timor ian
assistance kristine
vietnam david G marr
ofkristine alilunas rodgers 1992
10

robert singerman university

11

gordon

florida libraries

eemail
mail

frank joseph shulman

shulman op cit

anna leon shulman doctoral dissertations hong kong
frank joseph shulman
appendix dissertations completed 1998
1900 1997
19001997
annotated bibliography
1999 guan yu Xiang
gang zhi bo shi lun wen zhu shi shu mu 1900 zhi 1997 hong kong
xiangyang
xianggang
hong kong university press 2001 xxxvii 823p university hong kong libraries
12

publications series no12
12
late key K
bibliographical element
recommended
kobayashi prominent member
japanese section
library congress
facilitating
does specify each authors disciplinary focus within
individual entries
academic field
dissertations
preparation statistical tables indicating
distribution
helped individuals analyze
development asian studies
13

inclusion

ann arbor

actual texts
me examine
american
case many german
foreign dissertations unless
printed
scandinavian theses
university michigan libraries while
purchased
offices UMI formerly university microfilms international
never
located nearby UMI
many dissertations
company
maintained
collection reading copies
microfilmed
years since moving
washington metropolitan area 1976
microfilmed
however I1
million titles
regularly used
extensive holdings
UMI
certain
acquired
american dissertations
library congress
greatly
addition I1
standing order basis
institutions through copyright deposit
center
benefitted
generous cooperation
bene fitted
research libraries chicago
14

possible

15

national library

canada

country
abroad
several
institutions
my consultation
lent hundreds upon hundreds
foreign dissertations
asia
made number trips overseas connection
bibliographical examination 1I
bibliographical projects
15

my

frank joseph shulman japan oxford eng clio press santa barbara calif ABC clio

vol 103
1989 xix 875p world bibliographical series vol103
volume
scholarly books
multidisciplinary
1900 popular
multi disciplinary guide

annotated
japan written

english
gulde washington D
guide
scholarsguide
east asian studies china japan
DCC
hong N kim scholars
warren M tsuneishi
mongolia consultants frank joseph shulman
korea
Scholars guide
washington DC smithsonian institution press 1979 xiii 409p scholarsguide
patn
patnick
gulde washington DC
patrick
ck M mayerchak scholarsguide
eatn
washington DC noa
no3
scholars guide
southeast asian studies brunel burma cambodia indonesia laos malaysia philippines
16

singapore thailand vietnam consultants louis jacob
frank joseph shulman
Scholars guide
thsonian institution press 1983 xiii 409p scholarsguide
smithsonian
sral
washington DC srnl
enayetur rahim scholars
noa
third volume focusing
washington DC nog
south asia
no9
guide washington D C
south asian studies afghanistan bangladesh bhutan india
gumima M bhatt
Maldives pakistan sri lanka consultants pumima
maldives
louis jacob washington
gulde washington DC
scholars guide
DC smithsonian institution press 1981 xxxii 438p scholarsguide
i

noa
no8

Association
asian studies committee academic resources
regionassociation
mid atlantic Region
resources tor asian studies archie R crouch editor frank joseph
mid atlantic directory resourcesfor
Region Association
asian
shulman assistant editor washington DC mid atlantic regionassociation
17

studies 1980 viii 145p
18

my own family name

reviews

shulman
scholarly reference works

too frequently appeared

print even

book

schulman

non academic journals whose tables
literally thousands scholarly
listings
titles
inaccurate andor incomplete
too frequently
contents
case many
true
covers regretfully
same
articles contained between
edited volumes
published conference proceedings
19

jewish diasporas
Dias poras china
chinese jews
frank joseph shulman
jews
618 960 AD through
tang period 618960
mid 1990s selected bibliography
Source book
research guide edited jonathan goldstein armonk
china volume 2 sourcebook
157 83
london ME sharpe 2000 15783
NY
20

21

frank joseph shulman doctoral dissertations

china

1976 1990
inner
asia 19761990
asla
Inne rAsia
innerasia

patricia
contributions
annotated bibliography studies western languages
anna leon shulman westport conn
polansky
london greenwood press 1998
bil
hll
noa
iii 1055p bibliographies
indexes asian studies no2
xxviii
xxvi
xavi
za
z1
22

see

example frank joseph shulman

nature
16

japanese activity

middle

political relations since world war EL
east japanese middle eastern economic
H thesis
MA university michigan 1968 xviii 411 leaves mimeographed
23
maintain
my ongoing efforts develop
undertaken connection
research
my asian studies newsletter archives
extensive collection newsletter type publications
type
civilizations
two overviews
countries
concerned
asia
news
publishing see frank joseph shulman academic
cultural newsletters

west south asia library notes
disseminating bulletins concerned
asia
32
queries minneapolis minn no28 1992 16
frank joseph shulman academic
1632
news disseminating bulletins
east asia
west concerned
cultural newsletters
committee
east asian libraries bulletin no93 june
association
asian studies
1991

8814
14

century doctoral dissertations
korea western
languages
comprehensive annotated bibliography studies completed between 1904
2000 multivolumed
Multi
electronic database
volume bibliography
multivolume
9000 10000 entries prepared
900010000
completion 2004
support part
korea foundation currently scheduled
24 frank joseph shulman

25

indexing prom
hans H wellisch indexingfrom

26
1993

chicago manual

Z bronx NY HW wilson 1991

style 14th ed chicago

london university

3381
81

chicago press

678

estimated 25000 additional
database currently contains
50000 entries
enhancement
still
typed 3x5 cards awaiting retrospective conversion
present bibliographical coverage
27
entries

11

formal dedication
archives
bibliography
initially prepared honor
updated version expected
okinawa prefecture august 1995
expanded
japanese
university hawaiis center
completed
published
year
studies
28

17

